INTRODUCTION
MATERNAL and reciprocal effects among the progenies of a set of diallel crosses have been examined by Wearden (1964) , who derived the expected mean squares for three different analyses under two different models, assuming in each case either maternal or reciprocal effects.
He did not, however, examine the implications of both effects occurring in the same material. Where the maternal effects of the varieties used in a diallel are important, it seems reasonable to look for an interaction between such effects and the non-recurrent genotype and to see how far it can be isolated. Such a situation arises, for instance, in studying seed and embryo characters and germination in seed resulting from diallel pollinations. A mathematical appraisal of the situation is given here and illustrated by experimental results of seed size in raspberries after a set of diallel crosses.
THE MODEL
Assuming the presence of a full set of diallel crosses, i.e., p2 combinations involving p parents, the model is:
where the symbols represent respectively the total for the cross between the ith female and thejth male, the mean, the ith and the jth parental effects, the ith maternal effect, the genic interaction between the ith and the jth parental effects, the interaction between the ith maternal effect and the jth parental effect and an error. The model used is fixed rather than random, since the parents will have been selected to represent a range of behaviour, and the estimation of the various effects for each parent is one of the aims of the experiment. This is an extension of the Sprague and Tatum (1942) technique for estimating general and specific combining ability, but including maternal effects and their interactions, and using a different experimental design (p2 crosses instead ofP_1)).
The restraints to be placed on the effects require some consideration. A diallel table is a special form of the two-way Whilst there seems no inherent biological reason why the interaction between the ith maternal parent and the jth paternal parent should be equal in size but of opposite sign to n , the interaction between the jth maternal parent and the ith paternal parent, there is a statistical necessity in that the sum of the reciprocals has been used to estimate the genic interaction and the condition, n +n = o, follows from this as a secondary restraint. Similarly it seems biologically reasonable that a self should have both genic and maternal interactions, that is, that both s and n should exist; but the biological impossibility of reciprocal replication for the selfs makes it impossible to do more than estimate one interaction parameter for each of them. This may be called genic because this is the first parameter to be fitted and a more fundamental cause of variation, but caution should be exercised in interpreting the values obtained when both genic and maternal interactions are significant. Using these restraints, the expectations of the mean squares in the Hayman analysis (Hayman, 1954) are as shown in table i. Valid F-tests of the usual type are available for all terms, provided that replication allows an estimate of residual error, but the test for genic effects lacks sensitivity since the (a) mean square must be tested against the (c) mean square if this is significant.
MATERNAL v. PATERNAL INHERITANCE
As Jinks has pointed out (footnote, Wearden, 1964) , the term for maternal effects is ambiguous in that it is estimated from the average difference between the maternal and paternal arrays. Changing the model to replace it by a paternal effect would not lead to any alteration in the analysis. It is possible, however, to estimate from variance components what proportion of the differential effect is maternal rather than paternal. If the differential effect is entirely maternal, the expectation of the row mean square is a2+pct2gpa2m and that of the column mean square is g2 +pog, whilst if it is entirely paternal, the 0 P1 The procedure will be illustrated with reference to data to be discussed in section 5, on mean seed size after diallel crosses between five raspberry varieties (D. L. Jennings, to be published) (table 2). It will be noticed that the parental or genic effect is not significant and that equating the mean squares to their expected values will give a negative value for a. So we may assume that there is no parental effect and estimate the maternal influence as o98. This leads one to suppose that all the average line effects for seed size can be attributed to the influence of the seed parent. The pollen parent, however, does affect seed size, as we see from the highly significant maternal interaction term, but not in any systematic way. 
THE PARAMETERS
Once the significance of each source of variation has been tested, calculating the different parameters for each variety reveals the contribution of each variety to each source.
The equations for estimating the parameters are:
= (T1+T1)/2-g-g1-m1/2-m/2-p.
()
and their variances and covariances are shown in table 3. The cross totals in these equations and the variances and covariances must all be divided by the number of replicates. The reasoning used in deriving the expectations is confirmed by the fact that when the n,s are estimated from equation 6 they do in fact obey the postulated restraints. The covariances arise from the closed nature of the design and from the presence of restraints. They are similar to those given by Federer (i) for a p x q factorial in a randomised complete block, but not identical since the parameters fitted also differ. Taking account of relevant covariances, comparisons may be made between values in the same or different sets. If any of the terms in the Hayman analysis are not significant, the values of that set of parameters will not in general reach significance; but if it is decided not to estimate them, the variances and covariances of the remaining sets of parameters will usually be affected. As an example, table 4 shows the variances and covariarices for the case in which only the mean, maternal effects and the two interactions are fitted, and it can be seen that the interaction variances and covariances are markedly different from those in table 3.
DIALLEL ANALYSIS OF RASPBERRY SEED SIZE
The diallel analysis and estimated parameters for seed size after diallel crosses between 5 raspberry varieties are presented in tables 2 and 5. The data, from a study of seed and germination, refer to seed immediately resulting from diallel pollinations, so that there is no replication over blocks and the residual "within crosses" results from a hierarchical classification. For each cross seed from a number of inflorescences was bulked and a sample taken. Although the parental effect is not significant, the maternal effect is very important, which is not surprising since the testa is a maternal tissue. Genic interactions are also significant, implying that the vigour of embryo and endosperm helps to determine seed size, whilst the significant (d) term implies that interactions between particular seed and pollen parents are also 0 tT involved. Table 5 shows the size of the various effects for each variety or combination. It is interesting that the estimated value for genetic interaction in the selfs is generally negative, which suggests an early expression or inbreeding depression in this predominantly outbreeding, heterozygous species. This supports the assignment of the self interaction terms to genic interaction but it must be remembered that each will include an unknown component due to maternal interaction. In general the approach does not preclude further division of Hayman's (b) term, but this is of doubtful value where the (d) term is significant. No assumptions are made about the underlying biological mechanisms and their effects on seed size. The variation is merely divided into four categories, the significance of each ist ested and the size of the effect is estimated; the estimates are valid whatever combinaion of nuclear, cytoplasmic, or physiological interplay between the parents is postulated. In fruit and seed development, work here points to an interaction between the stimulus of the pollen and the response of the maternal tissues, which we visualise in physiological terms as leading to the production of endogenous growth substances in amounts which may or may not be optimal. A difficulty arises in that the" maternal" effect is estimated as the average difference between the female and male arrays and is already an interaction term. With a change of sign it could equally well be considered a male effect, and in this context is probably best considered as the average outcome of the physiological interactions of a variety used as male and as female parent. The regression technique of Durrant (1965) offers one means of deciding to which parent the effect should be ascribed in the absence of any biological hypothesis, the ratio in section 3 of this paper another.
The physiological stimulus of pollination, though genetically determined, will not be influenced to any extent by genes controlling the early growth of the embryo; for the raspberry seed data the correlation between the parental and maternal effects is not significant (r -0.50, with 3 degrees of freedom; the expected value from table 3 is -o• 7071).
The situation in which either or both the maternal effect and the maternal interaction are some function of the genic (parental) effect could be further investigated on the lines advocated by Durrant (1965) , to detect a cytoplasmic rather than a physiological interaction.
The importance of the genic effects and their interactions compared to the maternal effects and interactions will vary; in studies of fruit development and metaxenia the physiological aspects will predominate, and be expressed as maternal effects and interactions; in seed and seedling characters both sets of factors may come into play and the genic effects may be modified by the maternal environment to give a large beta component in Durrant's analysis. Characters of the mature plant will normally only show genic effects, unless there is genotrophic plasticity as in flax.
